
located in the north west province, three hours from Johannesburg, sun City’s flagship palace of the lost City was opened in 1992. An architectural 

masterpiece that celebrates mother Africa, this magnificent hotel has been beautifully furnished and carefully designed to maximise on the 

indoor/outdoor flow, affording guests an experience of the African bushveld in the most opulent of luxury. 

the hotel is located at the top of the sun City resort ensuring guests the ultimate in privacy, peace and quiet, however, should guests wish to 

experience the vibrant valley of the waves, the casino and entertainment complex or 

play 18 holes on one of two golf courses in the resort, then chauffeured limousines are on 

hand to transport you in style. the African suite is the hotel’s premier accommodation 

offering and is located on the hotel’s top floor and features a semi-wrap around balcony 

overlooking the entire valley below with views of the adjacent Big five pilanesberg game 

Reserve. with walnut wood-clad walls, marble bathrooms and a spacious living area, it is 

a suite reserved for those with impeccable taste. one of three penthouse offerings, the 

two-bedroom, two-bathroom African suite offers luxuries such as a library, kitchenette, 

outdoor Jacuzzi, sauna, fully equipped bar area, and separate lounge as well as a dining 

room with seating for eight guests. for the musically inclined, or guests wishing for a 

sophisticated accompaniment during an intimate dinner party, a baby grand piano 

completes the living area. elements of the African bush and animal kingdom are 

reflected through tasteful décor and elegant furnishings, giving guests a sense of the 

majesty of the African wilderness. guests also have access to a spa, wellness centre and 

the Jungle of the lost City, home to over 3000 species of plant life and 190 bird species. 

entirely man-made, the jungle boasts its own rain forest and baobab forest – home to 

380 of these quintessentially African splendours. Breakfast and high tea at the Crystal 

Court have become somewhat of an institution at the palace and are not to be missed, 

and for guests seeking alternative dining options, the grill Room is a new york-style 

steakhouse serving a selection of succulent south African cuts. 

paLace of the Lost cIty

When it comes to luxury, leading hotel group, Sun International understands how to cater to 
their discerning clients’ every need. With three decades of experience and world-class service and 

facilities available to guests, the company has a huge competitive edge. Its property portfolio 
comprises 28 hotels and 12 casinos in eight countries, ensuring there is a luxurious suite to 

satisfy the most refined tastes and pamper the weary traveller.
The Group’s most exclusive suites can be found at Sun City’s The Palace of the Lost City, at 

Cape Town’s Table Bay Hotel and at Sandton’s The Maslow. Each of these exclusive suites offer 
exceptional space, unbridled luxury and a home-away-from-home atmosphere.
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Table Bay

the bustling sandton City shopping Centre and adjacent nelson mandela square make up the biggest retail complex in Africa, complete with its 

own “diamond walk”, housing fashion designers like louis Vuitton, dolce&gabanna and prada, to name a few. the sandton precinct is also home 

to a swathe of world-class restaurants, bars and nightclubs, and its central vicinity makes it the perfect base from which to explore farther lying 

regions of Johannesburg and gauteng, including the Cradle of humankind, the lion park and downtown Johannesburg’s gentrified Braamfontein 

and maboneng precinct. nestled in this heart of south Africa’s thriving 

economic hub, lies a retreat for those visiting for both business and leisure 

alike. the contemporary design and urban atmosphere of the maslow hotel 

is inspired by sandton’s vibrant business culture, but offers guests a reprieve 

from the pace of city life, with thanks in large part to its large garden spaces, 

water features, swimming pool and outdoor terraces. the maslow hotel’s 

five executive Rooms offer corporate guests a space to relax, entertain and 

work in, thanks to their impressive 96 square-metre size. A separate bedroom 

area with king-size bed opens to a living area complete with guest bathroom, 

lounge, dining area with seating for six, a kitchen with dishwasher, fridge and 

oven and all the necessary cutlery and crockery. the space leads out to a 

private balcony overlooking either the skyline of sandton City or the tranquility 

of the hotel’s gardens. full soundproofing with blackout curtains ensures any 

serious business can be conducted in privacy. All of the rooms in the hotel 

are fitted with a power shower, molton Brown amenities, and a media hub so 

guests can listen to music, watch movies or connect with family back home 

on the 40-inch flat screen tV, complimentary, high-speed wi-fi access as 

well as a specialty coffee maker. the lacuna Bistro serves clients and their 

guests with an array of fine meals for breakfast, lunch and dinner, and carries 

an exceptional cellar of wines. 

the natural beauty of the western Cape has thrust its biggest city, Cape town into many “Best of” lists when it comes to international travel 

and tourism. the breathtaking scenery of table mountain provides a natural topographical backdrop to a city rich with more than 300-years of 

history. Awe-inspiring architecture, culture and sophistication, ensure a distinctly cosmopolitan experience. on witnessing table mountain for the 

very first time, anyone will understand its recent listing as one of the seven natural wonders of the world. from the white sands and azure waters 

of Clifton, to the plentiful wine estates in stellenbosch and surrounds, which continue to produce award-winning vintages year after year, the 

western Cape truly does have it all. A thriving culinary scene stretches from city bowl to stud farm, where chefs from all regions of the world have 

descended on the Cape to impart their gastronomical genius in restaurants, cafes, bistros and bars – often topping restaurant rankings the world 

over. the table Bay hotel is magnificent, straddling the antique breakwater with a style that is both innovative, evocative and entirely in keeping 

with its surroundings. It is a contemporary, architectural treasure, its design and execution the result of transcontinental co-operation.

with views to Robben Island and table mountain, the hotel was opened to much fanfare in may 1997 by president nelson mandela, and has since 

become a landmark destination for those holidaying in the mother City, as it stakes its claim as one of the leading hotels of the world. the table 

mountain suite on the 8th floor is a small palace, in which no apparent detail has been overlooked. It features a carved, open-truss, pitched 

ceiling, custom-made carpeting, and marble and wooden floors. overlooking the working V&A harbour, the city and its glorious mountain, the 

table mountain suite boasts several magnificent features. the bedroom, with its luxurious four-poster is served by a series of rooms including a 

dressing area, a spa-bath, twin vanities with marble tops and a large walk-in shower room with two individually controlled showers. should guests 

not wish to make use of the two bars, the lounge or the Atlantic Restaurant, a full dinner party of eight can be seated at the large dining table, and 

the fully equipped kitchen could be used to prepare a banquet. the table mountain suite is the largest of three super-luxury suites in the hotel. the 

other two are the signal hill and lion's head both individually decorated, with their own special features, such as a Victorian bath and a balcony 

with a more than 180-degree view.

Centrally located and only 20 minutes from Cape town International Airport, a holiday of a lifetime awaits anyone who decides to call the table 

Bay home. from Cape point to simon’s town, hout Bay to Camps Bay and everything in between, the western Cape is simply a cure for those with 

an insatiable wanderlust. 

sun International is a hotel group that offers its guests so much more when it comes to both corporate and leisure travel. their hotels are romantic, 

and always nestled in a wonderfully serene setting, with amenities and facilities aplenty.  Kevin taylor

the MasLow hoteL the taBLe Bay hoteL
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